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He was 40 years old when he first opened the company's first plant for the Bagley Street,
Detroit. Later on June 16, , he registered his company. Ford Motor Company has developed and
labeled their models in chronological and alphabetical order, starting with the Model A, then K
and later S, which was the last right-hand drive car Ford. Galamb and Eugene Farkas. This
model has been the most common car Ford, which has enabled the company to become one of
the most influential brands in the automotive history. The Model T was reliable, practical, and
affordable, and Ford made a hit in the US, where it was advertised as a mid-range car. Due to
the success of the car, Ford was forced to expand their business and built the production line
first in the world in for the assembly of cars. By , production figures only T models have
reached almost , units. Preferring to renew their own company, Ford has invested all of its
assets in Soon, the company has released a number of new models like the Ford brand, and the
rest under its sub-brands such as Mercury and Lincoln luxury division of Ford. Business in
Europe also went to the benefit of the Ford , especially after the release of Focus models in ,
and although the company has not yet fully recovered, she was definitely on the road to
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Ford Granada Taunus v6 engine manual. Ford Ranger Owners Manual. Ford Mustang Owners
manual. Ford Mustangowners-manual. Ford RS Owners Manual. Ford Mondeo Service and
Repair Manual. Ford Taurus Owners Guide. Ford Sierra Service Repair Manual. Ford Car Wiring
Diagram. Ford Sierra Wiring Diagram. Ford Granada Wiring Diagrams. History of Ford Cars. Find
the Ford headlight bulb size you need for your low beam or high beam. Also, find your Ford fog
light bulb, reverse light bulb, turn signal bulb, brake light bulb and more. Every Ford light bulb
size guide contains information from other Ford owners. I have a Ford Ranger 4wd, I need
replacement bulbs for the 4wd Hi and 4wd Lo indicators in the dash. Can you provide me a
complete list so I can begin purchasing them? Thanks in advance. Hello I need a light bulb chart
size chart for Ford F platinum thank you very much you guys are great help to the community. I
want to put a red light on the inside of my ford focus se hatchback. I have a Sylvania bulb size
LL, will that fit?? Right signal bulb is out. Which one exactly do I need for my Ford Escape. I
would like a bulb chart for my ford f superduty lariet. I have already done the head lights and fog
lights. What a difference! Thank you. Charles, as much as we would like to assist you, most of
the light bulb chart information listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently
do not have the Ford Focus Sedan S light bulb sizing info but hopefully someone from our
knowledgeable Modified Life community would be able to help you out. I am looking for the
check engine light bulb size and part number for a Ford focus. What about Ford Expeditions?
Please send a list of the cluster gauge light bulbs. My speedometer and check engine lights are
ones I know are out for sure, but I would lke a complete list for a Ford Expedition 4WD. Juan,
yes they will. Hi, My car is Ford Explorer Do you know what bulb type it is for low beam
please?? Thanks alot. I failed my smog test due to my check engine light bulb burning out. Your
email address will not be published. Skip to content. Ford Light Bulb Size Guides. The best
part? Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published. Follow Us.
Copyright by ModifiedLife. October marked the first year for the company's debut beautiful road
racing motorcycle Suzuki T It was equipped with an unusual then separate lubrication system,
allowing the driver when filling not get their hands dirty. T20 waited a worldwide success, and
the bike for a few years became the hallmark of the firm. Buy it in Europe and America, noting
the phenomenal reliability. Time passed, consumers are demanding more power on that Suzuki
in proposed a model T, equipped with two-cylinder two-stroke engine of cm3 and a power of 46
hp. Firmly entrenched itself as the manufacturer of the world's top motorcycles with two-stroke
engines, the company makes another step in the race capacity. Suzuki GT , equipped with a
three-cylinder two-stroke liquid-cooled engine has already issued 67 "horses", which in those
days was a serious competitor to other "Japanese". The market is not too warmly received
novelty - in fashion includes motorcycles with four-stroke engines. Then Suzuki piano gets out
of the bushes - a motorcycle with a rotary engine. But buyers on exotic Suzuki RE5 not "wilt"
and the motorcycle did not stay in the production program of the company decided not to tempt
fate Let all forces to create a four-stroke engines. Since , the first year in the program of the firm
motorcycles with two-stroke engines do not dominate - Suzuki made another step to today's
prosperous state. Adobe Acrobat Document 1. Adobe Acrobat Document 3. Suzuki PE Owner
Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 2. Suzuki Raider Owner Manual. Suzuki Raider Adobe

Acrobat Document 1' Adobe Acrobat Document Suzuki Intruder Service Manual. Suzuki T
Owner's Manual. Suzuki V-Storm Wiring Diagam. Suzuki Address Wiring Diagram. JPG Image
Suzuki GN Wiring Diagram. Graphic Interchange format Suzuki Boulevard C90 Wiring Diagram.
History of Suzuki Motorcycle. Instrument cluster connections, wiper switch, headlamp switch,
ignition switch and lighter. Headlamps, parking lamps, horns; headlamp, stop, turn signal and
ignition switches; taillights and backup lights. Oil pressure, water temp and fuel senders;
wipers, washers, oil pressure indicator light, temperature and and fuel gauges; instrument panel
lights, interior courtesy lights and fuse block. What holds the lighter in place on a 65? I noticed
the back of it is threaded. How does it stay in? J P â€” January 1, PM. The part that hold the
lighter in place it the cigarette lighter socket and retainer part number C4AZB; it holds the unit
into the dash. JoeResto â€” January 2, AM. Thank You! Matt D. I am having trouble removing my
console in my 65 coupe. Greg T â€” February 26, PM. Greg, First make sure that your console
wiring harness is unplugged; there may also be a ground wire that is attached so you may have
to remove some components to get some eyes on it. Worst case is that your wiring harness is
positioned under the mount bracket; Again I would remove any accessory components from the
console â€” Ash tray, rear lamp, top plates etc. You should be able to get everything that may
be connected to that wire out of the console and then be able to remove it. JoeResto â€”
February 27, PM. Thanks for the reply. This appears to be an extruded sprue off the back bottom
that has a bolt small hanger attached. Have a pic. I am trying to wire in a new instrument gauge
cluster, and i cannot get the instrument panel lights to work? Do these lights ground when in
the back to the bezel? I was looking at the wiring diagrams and noticed that the light to the
transmission selector is wired in same circuit, does it need to be in place and grounded for the
lights in the instrument panel to work? Brian â€” December 5, PM. Any suggestions? Do the
wires from the neutral Safety Switch go from the switch to under the dash the fuse box? Kevin
Bankos â€” June 1, PM. Where is the ballast resistor located for the ignition system in a 65
mustang, 2 barrel. This car is burning up points fast. Tom â€” July 8, PM. My brake lights have
stopped working along with my turn signals. I am looking for the part that actually holds the
light bulb in place in the rear. Forgive me I do not know what they are called. I am looking for
two. As I tried to replace the bulbs, they just kept falling out after I would insert them correctly.
Thanks for the help! My 64 and a half has had a charging problem ever since I have had it. I
replaced the constant voltage regulator, and the light switch, and all the bulbs, but all to no
avail. I do know there is current getting to the regulator. Is it supposed to reduce the voltage?
Steve â€” January 21, PM. I have an early 65 GT which has an alternator but the wiring harness
from the voltage regulator does not have a wire for the Stator, only Field, Bat, and ground. Is
this OK? None of the wiring diagrams show this, but an old well used and torn shop manual
shows it this way. I have a Mustang with a resistance wire from the ignition switch. Not sure if
they are available Does anyone out there have a suggestion? Under 20 bucks. Thank you! Also I
installed a new starter. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. Share this: Share Facebook. More Related Posts. J P â€” January 1, PM The part
that hold the lighter in place it the cigarette lighter socket and retainer part number C4AZB; it
holds the unit into the dash. JoeResto â€” January 2, AM excellent wiring diagrams. Greg T â€”
February 26, PM Greg, First make sure that your console wiring harness is unplugged; there
may also be a ground wire that is attached so you may have to remove some components to get
some eyes on it. Kevin Bankos â€” June 1, PM Where is the ballast resistor located for the
ignition system in a 65 mustang, 2 barrel. Tom â€” July 8, PM My brake lights have stopped
working along with my turn signals. My 65 top keeps blowing 30 amp fuses. Does any ody know
why? Leave a Reply Cancel reply. Once you have chosen an engine, it is time to select a
computer and wiring harness to control the engine. While many industry names have been used
to describe the computer that controls the engine, Ford refers to its system as the Powertrain
Control Module or PCM. Wiring the system is the most difficult part of any swap, and with all the
changes Ford has made over the years and the upgrades to computers, it is a source of
apprehension to most builders. You can choose between an aftermarket or the factory system
that originally came with your engine. Both types have benefits and drawbacks. Follow the
recommendations in this chapter to select the best computer and wiring system for your
engine. The newer the engine, the more difficult it is to use a factory system. If you have a
Coyote engine, therefore, you should strongly consider an aftermarket or Ford Control Pack
system, which will allow you to tune your engine according to your application. If you use a
factory Ford computer and harness, make sure you acquire or have all the necessary parts,
including sensors, boxes that bolt to the firewall, etc. Determine what, if any, other components
from the donor vehicle you would like to use e. Some of these systems are best controlled
using a factory computer. If you want to use only the engine, an aftermarket computer may be
your best option. Make sure that the system you choose is legal. Some of these systems cannot

be used in pollution-controlled vehicles. Two of the biggest advantages to the modular engine
are the amount of data you can retrieve from the computer system, and the ability to tune the
engine through re-programming. Error codes and data logging help determine what
components may need attention, and most systems now work over Wi-Fi. This is an SCT X3
programmer being used to download a new performance profile into a modular-engine Mustang.
The factory system allows you to use and control components such as automatic
transmissions, ABS units, and fuel systems without extra controllers. Retaining the original
computer and harness for your engine type is simpler and easier than using an aftermarket
computer because you can use the factory plugs and the original wiring and sensors. Ford has
used at least four different computer systems to control the modular engines. These computers
are all mass airflow design, so they must use an airflow meter to measure the amount of air
going into the engine. Ford made constant improvements to the engines and controls
throughout the years, and along with the base computer, the control systems also changed. The
location of components can be a disadvantage and often an obstacle with the factory system.
Ford also has used some creative routing for some of the wires, requiring you to get all the
wiring harnesses from your donor car. Ford is generally very good at keeping wire colors
consistent, but is notorious for changing the location of signals in a connector and changing
the sex of the connector, even within model years. Ford made it increasingly difficult to mix and
match the wiring harnesses because of various options on the vehicle. Ford may have multiple
harnesses within a year and model that cannot be interchanged. If you are going to use a Ford
harness and computer in your swap, make sure you get all the wiring and electronic parts from
the donor car. Buying every sensor or component from Ford can be very expensive. The first
modular engines installed in full-size Fords used the reliable but now aging EEC-IV computer
from the s. The wiring for the early Crown Vics and Grand Marquis does not convert well to
other chassis. The following are brief synopses of the Ford computer systems:. Ford used this
computer system throughout the s and EEC-V replaced it in All of these systems were the mass
airflow type and used coil packs modular engines do not use a distributor. These systems were
unusual in layout because they had some extra relay boxes, and this makes the conversion a bit
cumbersome compared to later wiring harnesses. Ford also introduced a returnless fuel system
for which the PCM regulated fuel pressure. As a result, the old mechanical fuel pressure
regulator and fuel tank return line were eliminated. The EEC-V computer can be identified by the
four rows of control pins in its main connector. These computers can be programmed through
the DLC connector or through a chip mounted on the back side. As more gadgets continued to
consume computer resources, the computer needed to evolve. As regulations and features are
added to new vehicles, its computers will be replaced with greater frequency. In the control box
shape changed slightly, going back to a two-connector design. The three connector plugs easily
identify the and up computers. Many of these computers were mounted in the engine
compartment rather than inside the interior as with earlier computers. This can make the
mounting using original hardware difficult in tight engine compartments. Using Ford factory
wiring harnesses is an option for most engines and projects. However, the newer the engine
and vehicle, the more difficult it is to use the factory components. When using factory
computers and wiring, pay close attention to the connectors. Ford frequently changed them,
even within model years. For example, a Mustang Cobra uses a male plug on the engine
harness, and on the Mustang GT it is a female. Ford also changes the wire locations in the
connectors. A Crown Victoria engine and a Mustang engine may have the same connector, but
Ford changes the pinouts of the wires in the connector. Here are some of the bigger hurdles to
consider if using a Ford wiring harness and computer. However, a simple software jump in the
PCM programming could defeat these systems. Programmers were first told that PATS was
hard-wired into the computer, but this turned out to be not true or they were able to get around
it. The problem has been resolved, and now programming the new computers is no problem.
But it may prove more challenging as Ford continues to improve its security systems. In Ford
introduced the throttle-by-wire system that actuated the throttle plate using an electric motor
rather than a traditional cable. The gas pedal is an electronic device that sends signals to the
throttle motor via wiring. This means provisions need to be made in your swap to accommodate
the throttle-by-wire gas pedal. The throttle-by-wire system helps the engine run smoother under
acceleration and deceleration and changing torque conditions. An accelerator pedal that uses a
potentiometer to identify the position of the pedal is matched to the throttle control. This police
car unit is very big and difficult to use in a swap due to the speedometer calibration system. In
the late s Ford introduced the returnless fuel system that eliminated the mechanical fuel
pressure regulator and fuel return line used since the s. The PCM controls the voltage applied to
the pump and reads the pressure via a pressure transducer mounted on the fuel rail. In a
returnless fuel system, the PCM uses this pressure transducer mounted on the fuel rail to

measure the fuel pressure at the engine. The PCM can then adjust the voltage to the fuel pump
and reduce or increase the pressure without the need for a mechanical regulator and return line
back to the tank. This servo can advance or retard the intake camshaft to increase the
performance of the engine. Ford introduced variable camshaft timing starting in VCT allows the
computer to advance or retard the camshaft timing via a control solenoid. Many aftermarket
computers cannot control the variable timing, and the camshafts have to be locked down. As I
outlined in the introduction, one of the advantages to a modular engine swap is the ability to get
information from the computer for both maintenance and performance tuning. An old swing-arm
voltmeter could be used to read the pulses put out by the computer. Along with the standard
industry error codes, each manufacturer has some proprietary codes that are available to cover
specific features of its vehicles. The latest systems cannot only give you the basic error codes,
but can log information on the engine and systems when an error occurs, provide real-time
running information on the performance of the engine, and be programmed over the Internet for
engine and drivetrain improvements for both performance and efficiency. You plug a scanner
into this industry-standard DLC port to communicate with modern cars. This port allows you to
read error codes, look at logged and live data, and change computer programs. This one is
tucked up under the dash of a truck. This plug connects to the Ford communications network
and to the PCM. There are three levels of communication with the PCM, and these three levels
require three different tools. The first is a basic low-cost code reader, the second is scan tools
and data loggers, and the third is programmers. The basic code reader can read error codes
stored in the computer. Low-cost code readers, available at most auto parts stores, read these
codes, and can erase them, as well. With the exception of being able to erase codes, this is
pretty much one-way communication, but it is still beneficial. A simple error code reader can be
had for little cost at most auto parts stores. These read the codes from the computer, and then
you can check your manual or online for a solution. Most error codes are for emissions
systems, but there are codes assigned to manufacturer specific problems. The next step up is
the ability to read the data stored in the computer and the ability to perform specific tests on
certain items controlled by the PCM. For this, you need a scan tool, which costs more than the
error code readers, depending on what level of features your scan tool possesses. This is more
of a two-way communication with your computer, and the computer can respond to your
inquiries and perform tests for you. Over the years, improvements in the PCM and the software
running the PCM have increased the level of communication and the amount of data acquisition.
With this level of communication, you are going to hear your tuner or mechanic talk about
specific terms. Here are just a few that you need to be aware of:. Most professional mechanics
have a scan tool that not only reads the error codes, but it can track data live while the car is
running and look at data stored by the computer. This Snap-on Modis Ultima can graph
performance data, run tests on individual components, watch data live and can even provide
tips and recommendations based off of the data received. Most diagnostic tools now have ports
to talk to computers and the Internet for even more capabilities. This allows a scanner to access
the analog and digital sensors that are controlled by the PCM. This function can test whether a
sensor or switch is turning on or off, can measure the percentage of sensor in use, or the
voltage reading of the sensor. With this mode, you or your technician using a scanner can turn
on and off specific items in the car. An example would be a two-stage fan relay module.
Through the scanner you can turn on the low and high fan outputs on the Ford system before
you fire up your engine and know you will have the cooling fans on first start. With more and
more information being stored by the computer systems, one thing that comes in handy is the
freeze frame data. When your computer sets an error code, it records exactly what was
happening when the error occurred. The newer the computer and the greater the number of
sensors, the more information there is available. Freeze-frame data records the engine
performance, as well as speed, emissions, what gear you were in, everything. A friend test
drove a newer Mustang GT and while he was cruising at 95 mph and backup system threw a
minor code. He had some explaining to do. Gone are the days of the old oscilloscope, and now
every mechanic has a scan tool to talk to the computer. The computer can tell you more about
what is happening with the engine than any external device. New diagnostic equipment scans
live and stored data, graphs operating conditions, and even recommends a plan to correct the
problem. It plugs right into the DLC just the like pros use and can be used across multiple
models and brands with licensing. Photo Courtesy HPT. The third level of communication
allows you to reprogram your computer system, and this is what you need to get around
systems such as PATS. Most aftermarket programmers have data logging and error code
reading capabilities built in, so they are all-in-one solutions. Some earlier EEC-V computers
have a port where you can plug in an external computer chip and override the original program.
These chips, depending on their complexity, can store multiple tunes for different uses e.

Tuning an engine is a science, and most companies who sell the programmers work with
trained tuners to maximize the performance and efficiency of the engine. Some sell
pre-programmed tunes based on experience, but specific tunes are generally left to the experts.
You can certainly purchase a programmer and work with tuning your vehicle, but there is a
learning curve to becoming adept with tuners. If you plan to develop your ride for racing or top
performance, a programmer may be right for you. The EEC-V computers have a port that allows
a programming chip. With an optional selector switch, you can change programs instantly for
track or road use. Photo Courtesy SCT. Unless you are a wizard with fuel curves and shift
points, you will be working closely with a tuner, and they will probably use the tuner they are
most comfortable using see Chapter A programmer manufacturer can give you a list of tuners in
your area, or you can work with one over the Internet. You can download and reflash the
original code, run data logging and charting, lock in changes, and can be licensed for multiple
vehicles and lines. Photo Courtesy HP Tuners. Diablosports InTune i2 compact tuner can hold
as many as five custom tunes, log data real time, and talk to your favorite tuner via the USB
port, allowing it to be programmed from a remote site from anywhere. The small compact size
makes it handy when traveling e. With the factory PCM, any time you change something on the
engine, you need to reprogram the PCM to accommodate the change. You need to program
around the PATS system, something most aftermarket companies say they can do but check
with your tuner. Anything that can affect what the computer thinks it is seeing needs to be
addressed. You need to notify the tuner of any changes to items such as the intake, injectors,
oxygen sensors, or any hardware that affects the performance of the car. Find a good tuner
dealer and work closely to get your conversion right. If you plan on using the factory computer
and wiring, here are the requirements: It is best to have a complete donor car; it gets very
expensive running back to your dealer every time you are missing a sensor. A typical vintage
muscle car had 5 to 10 fused circuits. Modern cars have more like 50, and they are split into the
fuse block and power distribution box, depending on how much current they carry. If you
eliminate some unneeded circuits, you may be able to patch your original wiring harness
systems, such as the lighting circuits, into unused fuses on your new system and consolidate.
As the cars became more complex, Ford needed new ways to bring circuits together. Circuits
from the engine area and interior terminate here, and if you plan on using the original harness,
you need to get all of the special items like this. Ford changes the circuit pathways through the
harnesses frequently. You will be shortening, lengthening, and removing circuits from your
harnesses in almost every case. You need to buy a wiring diagram! Whether you prefer a
physical book,. CD, or direct online schematics, it is up to you. Wiring diagrams for Ford can be
purchased online at helminc. Other services are available for online wiring and diagnostics.
Purchase the tools you need to successfully lengthen and shorten wires, or remove and install
pins. Typical installations do not use all the wiring from a factory harness, and to save space
and weight you will be pulling some wires out of the harness. You may also have to move pins
within connectors if you have mismatched harnesses, or if you are trying to combine harness
connectors. It is possible to run your factory computer using an aftermarket wiring harness.
Through the years, numerous companies have attempted to build harnesses, and I have tried
many of them, with varying degrees of success. Some harness manufacturers require you to
send in your old harness so they can reuse some of the original Ford connectors, which may be
obsolete and not readily available some that are available are not good quality. Others can get
the connectors, and some use a central junction point that permits remote mounting, but it is
big and bulky. Some other harness suppliers require you to convert to GM-style generic
sensors, which may make it difficult in the future to remember what is installed in the car. Ford
wiring diagrams are available to the public through Helm Inc. They are available in book or
digital format for your computer. You need to have some experience in wiring and making
proper connections, and these aftermarket harnesses only control the engine and, if equipped,
the transmission, and may not be capable of running any other components from your donor
car. For the later throttle-by-wire engines, Ford has developed a control pack that uses a
stock-style Ford computer and a plug-and-play wiring harness that controls just the engine. The
early â€” engines require a modification to the wiring harness to work with the control pack.
Designed for installation in street rods and engine swaps, it is a complete plug-and-play system
that comes with the drive-by-wire accelerator pedal and a harness designed to run only the
engine. The computer is already programmed to fire without the PATS system and it can be
tuned just like any other Ford computer. Photo Courtesy Ford Performance Parts. Using the
control pack requires you to convert your system back to a mechanical fuel regulator and return
system. It also requires the use of the â€” Mustang GT airbox and inlet hose, which can be
cumbersome when installing in a non-Mustang application. Your tuner may be able to help you
program around this. You have several aftermarket systems to choose from, but the choice

boils down to three different types: Mass Air Flow, Speed Density, and Alpha-N. Which you
choose depends on the type of driving you plan for your project. Here is a brief overview of the
different types of computers and how they work. With the introduction of the Ford Control Pack,
it has taken over as the best and easiest-to-use computer control system. Holley and FAST both
sell speed density systems that will work with the modular engine and have specific Coyote
harness converters to run these engines. All Ford modular engines come with mass air fuel
injection systems from the factory. The mass air meter heats up a small wire and then measures
the resistance in the wire. As the air moves past the wire, it cools the wire and changes the
resistance, and the computer can read the change. Mass air systems do not require many fuel
curve tables and can calculate the most efficient ratio on the fly. Major changes to the engine
may require a change to the size of the mass air meter. A mass airflow system features a meter
mounted ahead of the throttle plate that measures the amount of air going into the engine. The
computer calculates the amount of fuel to be delivered to the engine based on air volume, air
temperature, manifold pressure, and exhaust gas mix. Most MAF systems use sequential fuel
injection, which means the fuel injectors are only firing once per cycle, making them more
efficient than some speed density systems that fire every revolution also called waste spark.
Mass air systems are typically less tolerant of big tuning changes than speed density systems
due to the sizing of the mass air meter. Some aftermarket companies use speed density
systems to make big horsepower because they are easier to tune and do not have some of the
restrictions of mass air. The speed density system calculations are based on engine speed,
manifold pressure, exhaust output, and a Manifold Absolute Pressure MAP sensor to measure
the pressure in the intake manifold and then calculate the fuel required. Ford used speed
density on engines from to mid, when they converted to mass air systems. Some manufacturers
still use speed density. Most aftermarket systems still use speed density to run the engine
because it allows for flexibility in tuning without having to change major components. Some
manufacturers still sell speed density systems, and they use a Manifold Absolute Pressure MAP
sensor to measure the pressure inside the intake manifold. The sensor on the left is from a mids
5. Speed density systems use on-board fuel curves and data to calculate the best operating
conditions. Speed density is still used by some aftermarket systems due to its ability to be
tuned without having to change the mass air meter. Alpha N computer controls are a simple
form of fuel injection. Fuel is delivered based on throttle plate position and engine RPM, and the
computer reads the manifold vacuum and controls fuel accordingly. Because of this, it can
sometimes be very inefficient on fuel mileage. The â€” Cobra Terminator engines continue to be
a popular swap engine because they are easy to modify and produce a lot of power.
Programming the computer is very easy and the wiring from the donor Cobra can be used. Like
with the Mustang in Black see Chapter 2 , this owner wanted to take full advantage of all the
capabilities of the newer Cobra such as ABS, modern cruise control, and returnless fuel
injection. This pro street coupe is being fitted with the still popular â€” Cobra Terminator
engine. This car will be fitted with the T 6-speed and Cobra independent rear suspension. To
start the conversion, Rod and Custom Motorsports performed extensive fabrication work and
installed a Mustang II front suspension. The shock towers were removed to make room for the
wide DOHC heads. The engine and transmission were set back about 4 inches to help with the
clearance of the stock Eaton-style supercharger snout, as this build will use a stock turn-signal
hood. This required a set of custom fabricated mounts to place the engine back far enough. The
crossmember was notched slightly to clear the curve of the factory oil pan. This also allowed
the T shifter to protrude into the original shifter hole without any modifications. The factory
air-intake tubing was used and mounted to the old battery area. The only other fitment issue
was the IAC solenoid, which was mounted on top of the supercharger intake. It was contacting
the factory underframe, so it was turned degrees and rewired and no longer touches the hood.
A custom-made transmission crossmember was fabricated to hold the transmission to the
firewall extensions. The Cobra engine puts out hp in stock form. The biggest challenges to
installing the engine are the width and height. The SN Mustang engine compartment is wider
and longer than the first-generation engine compartment. The engine bay needs to be modified
to make room for the bigger engine. The IRS cradle was narrowed to make room for the
inch-wide rear wheels. A set of custom-made subframe connectors was also installed. The fuel
system was custom designed to use the components from the Cobra. New stock fuel tanks are
being fabricated out of stainless steel, and this was the choice for modifications for the dual
fuel pump. The fuel ring from a donor tank was grafted to the top of the tank and a custom baffle
was installed for the in-tank pump. The stock fuel pump controller was mounted down in the
driver-side quarter panel. The battery was also relocated to the trunk. The hydroboost from the
Cobra was mounted to the original brake pedal, and a hydraulic clutch conversion from Modern
Driveline works with a McLeod throwout bearing. A Lokar throttle cable is used along with an

accelerator pedal from a Mustang to run the throttle body. Up front, the Cobra radiator and
cooling fan fit nicely between the frame rails and the intercooler is mounted between the
radiator support and the hood latch bracket. The original Bosch intercooler pump is mounted
on the underside of the original battery tray. A remote oil filter mount and oil-to-air cooler are
also used. Electronic speed control is tucked under the driver-side splash shield. A custom set
of Speedhut gauges including a GPS speedometer is used. It eliminates the shock towers and
optional modular-engine mounts are available. A set of custom engine mounts was added to
this MII crossover bar to move the engine back 4 inches to make room for the Eaton
Supercharger. Using the original harness allows you to run options such as the original ABS
unit from the Cobra. The Bosch base unit fits nicely on the strut rod mount, and sensor rings
will be added to the front Mustang II spindles. The independent rear suspension is already
equipped to run the ABS. The PCM mounts to the passenger-side kick panel area, similar to the
way it is mounted in the Cobra. The wires wrap around the heater box and the secondary
connectors are part of the under-dash wiring. The stock computer mounting bracket is used to
mount the computer and provides proper grounding. Note how far back the engine is placed.
Non-supercharged engines can mount over the front axle if desired. With the radiator and
intercooler plumbing, the empty space in front of the engine goes away very fast. Using the
Cobra hydroboost also aids in moving the engine back to the firewall. Photo Courtesy Classic
Resto Garage. A second oval grommet from a salvage yard harness seals the harness as it
passes through the firewall. This wire can be run behind the splash shield on a Mustang to
protect it. The factory supercharged Cobra engine uses a special dual fuel pump to handle the
extra fuel needs. This owner wanted to retain stock control of the fuel pump and the returnless
fuel system. An aftermarket stainless-steel stock tank was modified to accept the fuel pump
assembly and locate the fuel pump at the correct height. A custom baffle was built into the
insert to keep the pump from starving under heavy acceleration and turning. With hp, the â€”
Terminator engines continue to be a popular option when making a modular engine conversion.
They have horsepower, can make more horsepower very easily, are not as complicated as a
newer throttle-by-wire engine, and look fantastic under the hood. If you liked this article you will
LOVE the full book. Click the button below and we will send you an exclusive deal on this book.
Instrument cluster connections, wiper switch, headlamp switch, ignition switch and lighter.
Pictorial and 6-Cylinder Ignition Schematic or Schematic. Pictorial and Horn Schematic or
Schematic. Headlamps, parking lamps, fog lights, horns, headlamp, stop, turn signal and
ignition switches, taillights and backup lights. Pictorial and Schematic. Oil pressure and water
temp senders, wipers, washers, water, oil and fuel gauges, instrument panel lights, and interior
courtesy lights. Pictorial and Schematic Vacuum Diagram. Pictorial Schematic. Pictorial Wiring
and Vacuum Diagram. How do i install a neutral safety switch to a mustang coupe, with a c-4
transmission. The neutral safety switch is located in the driver side of the transmission and is
pretty easy to remove and replace. JoeResto â€” April 28, AM. Where can I get a wind wiper
switch assembly? Quick question. The pink resistor wire is 16a. Notice it is connected to the
green with red stripe coming out of the back of the ignition switch. It goes to a 4 position plug
located under the dash to the left of the steering column. It joins into brown wire that continues
to the starter solenoid that supplies 12 V for starting only. Does anyone see where it is?
Black-Blue Stripe wire. Does brake connector only illuminate a brake failure on the gauges
maybe lights a red light? Appreciate the help. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn
how your comment data is processed. Share this: Share Facebook. More Related Posts. Woody
â€” May 1, AM my 67 mustang has no pressure switch on it. Pingback: charging system
problem,, help! Leave a Reply Cancel reply. If you have forgotten your password, enter the
Email address you use to log in, then click the reset button. We will send you and Email with a
link and instructions. If you are a Warehouse Distributor and do not have a Ford Performance
Account, contact your adminstrator to have them create an account for you. The Ford
Performance TechLine phone system is online. Call us at For the hearing- or speech-impaired:
Please contact the Telecommunication Relay Service by dialing It is literally a production
Mustang body, engineered with a carefully chosen set of Ford Performance high performance
parts and other components to do one thing: win drag races. Calvert's car sported vintage Rice
Holman graphics in honor of Al Joniec's historic '68 Winternationals win. In fact, most of the
Mustang Cobra Jets competed with nostalgia graphic packages mirroring those on famous
Mustang CJ drag cars. So popular is the modern Mustang Cobra Jet, that Ford Performance
built car batches in , , , , , and This iconic Mustang race car is the quickest ever with
performance in the mid 8s at over mph. Just as the Ford Mustang kicked off the pony car era in ,
the
gauge hut
2003 chevy tahoe z71 owners manual

2003 ford explorer under dash fuse box

Ford Mustang Cobra Jet raised the bar at the track in To commemorate the 50th Anniversary,
Ford Performance Parts will build 68 units. They will be offered in red or white and will feature
options such as special 50th Anniversary Wheels and an exclusive Cobra Jet car cover. Look
for one dominating the track near you. The user name or password did not match. Please try
again. Your password was successfully changed. Email Address. Password Click here if you
forgot your password. Log In. Create Account. Confirm Email. Password must be at least 12
characters long and contain a least 3 of the following: Uppercase Letter Lowercase Letter
Number Special Characters:! Confirm Password. Create Account Cancel. Reset Password
Cancel. A new password has been sent to you. Your password could not be reset. You must
pick a stronger password. Old Password. New Password. Change Password Cancel. Parts
Catalog. New Parts. Cobra Jet TT. CJ Shoot Out. CJ Pony Parts. More Information Close.
Continue Go Back.

